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“Recycling The Dead” 
 
To all those interested in participating in a very low budget production (no pay and with minimal craft service).  
24 minutes short comedy shot in HD with Canon Mark2 5D camera. Shoot schedule for mid fall (late October or 
mid November) Planning a 4 day shoot split in 2 consecutive weekends. Casting still seeking lead actor for film: 
Between 25 and 45 must have ethnic features, preferably of India, as the lead character is of Hindu descent but we 
are open to finding other possible ethnic origins. Auditions end of September. (no pay/4 day shoot) 
 
Experienced Director and producer currently seeking several other key position staff members for production: 
 
Editor with experience in fiction on shorts and videos. Ideally has his or her own Final Cut studio with standard 
transfer hardware and hard-drives; familiar with necessary codec’s and broadcast technical requirements. Must be 
ready and able to work from home to edit up to Final version until transfer at Vision Global.  
 
-D.O.P. used to working with a Mini follow focus rig  and 5D Canon Camera. (minimal lights-led or Kino 12 inch), 
mostly shoot takes place inside car) 
-Possible 1st assistant camera 
-Grip on set  
-Sound recorder with experience and equipment 
-Art Director (Jack of all trades able to get the things done when nobody else can’t. A doer who always finds the 
solution.) 
- 2 X P.As (Production Assistants) with vehicle (gas reimbursed upon reasonable receipts) 
 
If you have any experience in other departments and would like to participate in production please feel free to 
communicate with me. We are always looking for good people to work with. 
 
For all those interested please send email with your request and  a resume and or demo clip if you have one at 
robertrudmann@gmail.com 
You can also call 514 638 9453 and ask for Robert. 
 
Thank you 
 
Robert Rudmann 
Director and Producer 
 
 
 
 
 
 


